THE //-DEVIATION OF A LIFT
ABSTRACT. Let X be an //-space, x 6 X a primitive element, and a a stable primary operation that vanishes on x. Let y represent i in H*(P2X). (P2X is the projective plane of X.) Let D be the //-deviation of the lift of 1 to the two-stage Postnikov system with fc-invariant a. We obtain a formula that relates D to the representation of a(y) as a product in H*(P2X).
We consider the following data: A a CW //-space, g:Ki -► K0 a homomorphism of topological groups, and (/, F): X -► QKi an //-map, such that Í7<7 o / is nullhomotopic. We thus have a diagram ÜE h y nP a -£-» ha, -22-> n/r0
Here E is the homotopy fiber of g and the lift /i is given by /i(x) = (/(s), ¿(s)) eil£c QAi x PÜKo, where Z is a nullhomotopy /: * ~ Clgof. Since / is an //-map, the //-deviation Dfi of /1 factors as where £) is a map we shall describe in detail below. In [3] , Zabrodsky considered the above situation and proved (Proposition 3. [D] = J2o*y'l®o*y';GH*(XAX). i
These results have proved extremely useful in the study of //-spaces, but their utility is sometimes restricted due to the fact that hypotheses (a), (b), or (c) of Theorem A' may not hold. In this paper we shall show that a formula for D can be obtained in the absence of these hypotheses.
We establish some notation. Let We wish to thank James P. Lin for suggesting the problem considered in this note. We also wish to thank the University of California-San Diego for it's hospitality during the time this work was done. The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem A. with Í3 as the cone parameter. Clearly 9 makes the lower square commute. (In fact, from standard obstructioin theory 9 is exactly the obstruction to the existence of a diagonal arrow that makes both triangles of the upper square commute.) Theorem A follows.
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